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This report has been prepared for the Samoa Police Service to support the 
implementation of the Canine Control Act (2013).  It has been prepared by Frances 
Sullivan Local Government New Zealand, Graham Bodman, Lee Exler and Rochelle 
Deane, Licensing and Compliance Services, Auckland Council, after an assignment 
under the Pacific Technical Assistance Programme in October 2013. 
 
This report is the opinion of Frances Sullivan, Graham Bodman, Lee Exler and Rochelle 
Deane.  The report was developed after discussions with stakeholders and site visits. It 
should be used in conjunction with other reports and information and does not 
necessarily reflect the views of Local Government New Zealand, Auckland Council or 
the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Trade. 
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1. Introduction 
 
Under the Canine Control Act 2013, the Samoa Police Service is responsible for the administration of the Act. 
In August 2013, the Local Government New Zealand PacificTA programme received an application from the 
Samoa Police Service for assistance with implementation of the Act.  In October, representatives of Local 
Government New Zealand and Auckland Council were in Apia to scope an implementation plan for the 
delivery of dog control services under this Act.  
 
The following goals were identified : 

 Implementation of the Canine Control Act 2013; 

 Provide a secure and safe environment for the Samoan people and visitors to Samoa; and 

 Improve public safety in and around Apia before September 2014 SIDS conference. 

2. Key Findings 
 
From discussion with the Samoa Police Service and key stakeholders it is clear that there is wide agreement 
on a number of matters that will guide the delivery of the dog control programme. 
 

1. There is a willingness to start implementation of a dog control programme immediately. This is 
subject to provision of budget. 

2. A separate dog control unit should be established within the Police Service. Dog control work is not 
the same as Police work or the K9 unit which target criminal behaviour  

3. To ensure the success of a dog control programme it must be seen by the community as part of the 
Police Service. Reporting lines to the Police Service are also important to manage any risk to the 
reputation of the Police Service who is responsible for administering the Act.   

4. Education and awareness is an important first step in implementation of the dog control 
programme. 

5. Traditional lines of communication are important in communicating with the villages. Ensuring the 
village leaders are aware and supportive of the dog control programme will ensure the support of 
the community. 

6. Stakeholders, in particular the Samoan Tourism Authority (STA), Ministry of Women, Community 
and Social Development (MWCSD), and the Animal Protection Society (APS) are supportive of the 
implementation of a dog control programme and will use their own networks to get information to 
the community.  

7. Consistent messaging from all the stakeholders is important so that everyone in the community 
understands what is going to happen when and what is expected of them as dog owners. 

8. Education on the de-sexing of dogs is important as it supports a long term solution and this can be 
communicated together with information on dog registration requirements. 

9. Stakeholders agree that a collar and disk is the appropriate way to identify a registered dog.  
10. Tafaigata has wide support for the location of a dog shelter on Upolu.  
11. Dog control (picking up of stray dogs) should focus initially in and around Apia. This will assist with 

achieving public safety for the SIDS conference in September 2014. 
12. Active dog control activity (picking up of stray dogs) on Savai’i should begin from 2015. This follows 

the implementation and review of the dog control programme on Upolu. A dog shelter will also have 
to be provided on Savai’i.  
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3.  The Implementation Programme  
 
In November 2013 a number of things need to happen at the same time particularly if the Samoa Police 
Service is to meet the objective of improving public safety for the SIDS conference: 

 The dog control budget needs to be confirmed; 

 A site to locate the new dog pound/shelter needs to be identified and an architect needs to be 

employed to design the shelter (for that specific site); 

 Job descriptions for the new dog control officers and administration support staff need to be drafted 

and recruitment for all 4 officers and at least 1 administration support person needs to start; 

 The fees for dog registration need to be set;  

 Information about the new dog control programme and what this will mean for residents and dog 

owners need to be developed, agreed with key stakeholders and then communicated via agreed 

channels – in particular village leaders, radio, TV and newspaper; and 

 The date of the commencement of the Canine Control Act 2013 needs to be published in the Savali. 

At this time the public will not see anything different. They will hear about what is going to change, and it is 
likely that there will be an increase in phone calls and inquiries asking about what these changes will mean. 
That is why it is important that information (including key messages and FAQs) are agreed at the beginning 
and distributed to all relevant people and organisations.  
 
Communicating different and /or contradictory messages is a risk that must be avoided through good 
advance planning. The risk of not doing this is that people will get confused and the Police Service and other 
organisations will be open to criticisms. It is much harder to then roll-out a good dog control programme if 
people have different understanding about what is happening, and their roles and responsibilities in the 
programme. 
 
The MWCSD seminars in mid November (12th & 13th for Upolu and 14th for Savai’i) provide an ideal 
opportunity for the Police Service to start talking to village leaders about the dog control programme. 

In December the new Police dog control team should be employed and training can start. PacificTA can 
assist with initial training (potentially in New Zealand and on-going training in Samoa). NZ councils have a lot 
of experience in dog control and it is important for the dog control officers and the administration support 
officer to learn that the most important aspect of the job is to help the public understand their 
responsibilities. This will be especially important in the early months of the dog control programme as it is 
likely that a number of people and communities will resist the changes.  

Dog control officers will be taught about dog handling and impoundment, customer service, health and 
safety, euthanasia and disease management. The administration support officer will be taught about how a 
basic registration system works, customer service, and the fundamentals of working in a dog shelter. 
In December the registration system will also need to be designed, and registration fees set. The registration 
system is for all of Samoa.  
 
At this time the dog shelter should also be designed and planning for construction well advanced, aiming for 
a February or March 2014 completion date. 
 
Over late November, December and January, the Police Service and the new dog control recruits, together 
with partner organisations will be actively communicating about the dog control programme - how it will 
work, what people should do and what assistance is available.  
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In January the new registration system should be ready to go. In mid-late January, a registration campaign, 
organised to roll out throughout Samoa, will begin in and around Apia. In February and March the 
registration campaign can go to the villages, both in Upolu and Savai’i. At this time the dog shelter will not 
have been completed, so dog control officers will be available to help with the registration campaign and 
also with communicating and educating the public about their new responsibilities. 
 
The two other dog control administration/shelter support officers will be recruited and training started. 
Once the dog shelter is built, reactive and proactive dog control activity can start. This will be focused in and 
around Apia for the period up to October 2014 as this is the area of greatest need and it is important to 
make the area safe for visitors to the September SIDS conference.  
 
It will be particularly important to focus on public spaces where dogs roam. Dog traps may need to be used 
to collect feral dogs. These use bait to entice the animals into a cage and once they take the bait a door 
automatically closes behind them, trapping them in the cage. The cage can then be lifted onto a truck and 
taken directly to the dog shelter without the officer having to handle the dog. 
 
By now the new dog control vehicles will have been delivered. Each vehicle should have at least 4 separate 
kennels on the back in which to store collected dogs. Upolu is a large island and one idea is to have at least 
one larger vehicle that can house a greater number of cages. This will enable more dogs to be collected in a 
trip to more remote locations. 
 
From April 2014 things should be running a bit more smoothly. Public communications should be continuing, 
the dog shelter will be up and running, the registration campaign will be well under way and active dog 
control enforcement activity will be happening in Apia. The public should notice positive changes. 
 
In June we recommend an evaluation of the dog control programme to check progress and make 
adjustments to the programme and systems if required.  
 
Support through the Local Government New Zealand PacificTA programme is available for many parts of the 
implementation of the dog control programme (See Appendix 1). 

4.  Elements of a Successful Dog Control Programme 
 
This section should be read in conjunction with the implementation framework in Appendix 3. The 
framework identifies the key actions that need to occur on a monthly basis to implement the Canine Control 
Act and achieve the objective of a safer Apia ahead of the SIDS conference in September 2014. 
 
The frame work also identifies the parties’ responsibilities in implementation of the Act and areas where 
further technical assistance is available through PacificTA.  
 
There are four key elements of a successful dog control programme: 

 Education and awareness; 

 Registration; 

 Dog control and enforcement; and 

 Housing for dogs / dog pound / shelter. 
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4.1  Education and Awareness 

It is important that the public of Samoa are informed of the implementation programme for the Canine 
Control Act (2013). To enable effective implementation of the Act, the Samoan community as a whole must 
be advised of their new responsibilities as a dog owner, in particular the need to register their dogs.  
 
People need to understand what the issues are relating to stray dogs and having many dogs. The registration 
process provides an opportunity to develop the communities’ understanding and support for dog control 
including the de-sexing of dogs. APS could work alongside the Police Service with education and awareness 
on de-sexing of dogs.  
 
The seminars for village leaders, run by the Ministry of Women Community and Social Development 
(MWCSD), are a useful starting point for raising awareness of the dog control programme in the villages. The 
next seminars are the 12 & 13th November for Upolu and the 14th November for Savai’i.   
 
See Appendix 2 for draft key messages for MWCSD seminar in mid-November.  

 
Recommendations 

1. Educate and raise awareness through traditional communication networks, the Pulenu'u and village 
council and the media (TV, radio and newspaper).   

2. Engage with the MWCSD to identify how best to educate the villages starting with a brief 
presentation by the Police Service at the November seminars for village leaders. 

3. Education and awareness should:  

 emphasise registration requirements, control of dogs by owners, and the consequences of 
breaching the Act (see Appendix 2). 

 make clear the long term benefits of de-sexing a dog.  

 inform what to do to report a breach of the Act to the dog control officers e.g. what to do if 
someone is bitten or know of stray dogs. 

 teach children how to be safe around dogs. 

 contain consistent messaging regardless of who is delivering the message.  
4. Information should also be produced in written form. This information will provide details of the 

requirements of dog ownership in Samoa (as agreed in the Canine Control Act).  Ideally this 
information should be provided to all households.  Handouts could be distributed to the villages via 
MWCSD and village leaders, and in a variety of high traffic areas e.g. churches, bus stops, shopping 
centres, police station, etc. 

5. The Police Service / dog control unit should engage with APS to support de-sexing drives and other 
services provided by APS. 

6. Dog Control Officers (once appointed) should make themselves known in the community and 
villages.  They need to be visual, knowledgeable and approachable for the public. 

7. Regular updates should be provided to village leaders to maintain progress of the programme. 
 
 

4.2  Registration 

Under the new Canine Control Act all dogs must be registered. Currently it is impossible to know which dog 
is owned and which dog is a stray.  When dog control officers are working in the field they need to be able to 
easily distinguish between registered and stray dogs.  
 
Dog registration should be completed for all of Samoa.  
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Through discussion with the Police Service and stakeholders it has been agreed that when a dog owner 
comes forward to register their dog, a collar and registration tag will be issued. This is the most cost effective 
approach for dog registration in Samoa at this time. 
 
Each tag will have a unique number - no two tags are the same. This number will be recorded by the Police 
dog control unit along with other details of the dog and owner as required by the Canine Control Act. This 
allows the Police dog control unit to identify and contact the owner of a dog that is in breach of the Act. This 
will apply when the dog control officers have collected a dog that is roaming or in response to a complaint 
about a dog. This information needs to be kept in a dog registration database.  
 
Registration fees need to be set in accordance with the Canine Control Act section 8 (3).  These are to be 
fixed by the Minister by notice published in the Savali. These fees should be set in November, so that the 
statutory process can be started, and education around the process and the cost of registration can be 
communicated to the community of Samoa.   
 
The Act allows for fees to be structured around the gender of a dog (male or female), whether or not the 
dog is de-sexed (or entire) and species.   
 
Registration Fees 

A number of factors should be considered when setting dog registration fees. 

 Will dog registration fees be used to off-set the cost of the dog control services?  

 Will there be different fees set to incentivise de-sexing of dogs? 

 What is affordable for dog owners? 
 
We recommend that dog owners get a collar with the tag when they register their dog.  
 
Fees should be affordable but cost enough to encourage dog owners to think about how many dogs they 
want to be responsible for.  
 
De-sexed dogs could have a reduced registration fee.  
 
APS and the Dog Control Unit could co-operate on de-sexing drives and registration could be provided free 
(for one year or the remaining part of the year) for any dog that is de-sexed. 
 
In Auckland, the cost to register a dog is approximately one day’s wage for people on the minimum wage i.e. 
$121 per annum for an entire dog and $87 for a de-sexed dog.   
 
The cost of dog control operations in Auckland are currently managed on a 60% cost recovery basis.  Dog 
registration costs therefore cover 60% of the cost of identification (tags), dog control enforcement and 
education. The remaining 40% is provided by rates (tax) in recognition of the public benefit of dog control 
operations (as against the private benefit to dog owners). Some other councils in New Zealand operate their 
dog control services on a fully cost recovered basis i.e. dog registration fees cover the entire cost of the dog 
control programme. 
 
Recommendations 

1. Dog registration should be completed for all of Samoa. 
2. Dog owners should get a collar with the dog tag when they register their dog. 
3. De-sexed dogs should be registered at a reduced rate. 
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4.3  Dog Control and Enforcement  

 
Serving Notice  

The Canine Control Act Section 14 (d) requires Canine Control Officers to serve notice of the seizure / 
collection of a dog to the registered owner of the dog, or any other person appearing to own the dog or have 
custody of it. 
 
The Act allows for four (4) days in which a seized dog can be claimed by an owner.  After this period the dog 
may be sold or destroyed.  It is important that the documentation and the method to notify a dog owner 
that their dog has been seized are decided. The method of notification must give every chance for the dog to 
be claimed.  
 
As per the Act, the notice should provide 4 days in which an owner has the opportunity to claim the dog.  
The four days should not include the day the dog is seized or the day it is being sold or destroyed. 
 
The notice needs to note the reason the dog has been seized, where it is being held, and instructions to the 
owner in order to get the dog back. 
 
To avoid the risk of arguments with dog owners, the method of delivery of the notice needs to be reliable. 
All correspondence to dog owner needs to be duplicated and retained by the Dog Control team. 
 
A posted letter is used to inform owners of a dog seizure in Auckland where the dogs are required to be held 
for at least seven days. Written correspondence is also essential to record communication with the dog 
owner in the event of a later dispute. A text message is one option for serving notice of a seized dog in 
Samoa. This can be kept as a record of the notification and avoids the potential for long discussions with dog 
owners who may be upset that their dog has been seized. A follow-up phone call may be required to ensure 
the owner is aware their dog has been seized if no response has been received after 2-3 days. 
 
Recommendation  

1. The wording and method of serving a notice of seizure to dog owners should be identified and 
communicated as part of the education and awareness programme. 

 
 
Re-home / Adopt / Euthanasia 

The Canine Control Act allows for 4 days in which a seized dog can be claimed by an owner. After this period 
the dog may be sold or destroyed. Initially, there will be dogs that are collected and received by the pound / 
shelter which are not claimed and their fate will have to be decided.   
 
Provisions should be put in place to assess the options for a dog to be re-homed.  Dogs need to be assessed 
by a suitably qualified organisation or person to assess its temperament and behaviours before it could be 
re-homed. There also needs to be homes available for the dogs and owners who are willing to be responsible 
for the dog. Dogs must be registered and de-sexed before re-homing. An adoption fee could be set to meet 
these costs.  
 
A cost effective and welfare motivated method of euthanasia must be implemented for dogs that are unable 
to be re-homed. We recommend the use of the captive bolt for this purpose as many of the dogs are not 
able to be handled by a dog control officer or vet in order to safely administer intravenous drugs. Captive 
bolt is a recognised method of euthanasia in NZ and renders the animal unconscious immediately. 
 
Euthanasia by injection has to be administered by a veterinarian and currently Samoa does not have 
adequate veterinarian services for this to occur. The drugs to euthanase a dog are also expensive and 
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difficult to administer to dogs that are not used to being handled and pose an environmental risk when for 
disposal. 
  
Shooting dogs is not an option. It does not take the dog’s welfare into account and poses a risk to people’s 
safety. 
 
Recommendations 

1. Provisions should be put in place to assess the ability for a dog to be re-homed. 
2. Dogs must  be registered and de-sexed before re-homing. An adoption fee could be set to meet 

these costs. 
3. The use of the captive bolt method for euthanasing unwanted dogs. 

 
There are a number of other sections in the Canine Control Act that require further discussion to decide how 
to they will be implemented e.g. Section 17 Diseased and neglected canines. These can be worked through 
with the Police dog control unit once they are established. 
 

4.4  Site and Design of a Dog Pound / Shelter 

A dog shelter is required to hold animals once they are seized (Canine Control Act section 14). Dog control 
activities cannot begin until a purpose built shelter or suitable temporary shelter is available to hold dogs 
that are collected. 
 
The owners of seized dogs will need to collect dogs from the shelter once they have been advised that their 
dog has been impounded. A shelter is also a place where the public can take unwanted or stray dogs. 
 
The shelter needs to be designed and built to provide an environment where dogs are kept in a healthy and 
humane way that minimises the risk of disease spread. 
 
Design features of a dog shelter include: 

 Concrete construction for durability, ease of cleaning and limiting the spread of disease. 

 Double door system to stop dogs escaping and to protect people. 

 Individual kennels. 

 Dogs should not able to see each other. This will reduce fighting and aggression towards other dogs 

and towards people. 

 Good drainage for effective waste disposal. 

 Place for secure drop off and pick-up. 

 Parking. 

 Office block. 

 Room for vet and euthanasia (including a crush gate to hold dogs when they are being euthanised). 

It is recommended that the new shelter provide space for at least 40 dogs. This is based on an assumption 
that at least 10 dogs will be picked up each day, and that they need to be held for 4 days excluding the day 
they are collected or destroyed.  
 
The location of the shelter needs to be well away from populated areas as impounded dogs bark a lot and 
impact negatively on the environment. However, the facility needs to be readily accessible to the public to 
make it as easy as possible for people to drop off and collect dogs. Given the need for good drainage, an 
elevated site is best. Proximity to a landfill facility is recommended to aid disposal of bodies and waste. 
Considering the above, Tafaigata may be a good location to build a new shelter facility for Upolu. 
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Recommendations 

1. Dog shelter design and construction should begin as soon as possible. 

2. Investigation into the feasibility of Tafaigata as the site for a dog shelter should begin. 

 
5.  Other Matters 
 

5.1 Focus on Apia 

The Act requires that a dog registration system be implemented for all of Samoa. This should commence 
with a communication, education and registration campaign for the whole country.  
 
Given that registration and control of dogs is new to the community however, we recommend that dog 
control activity (officers in the field picking up stray, diseased and dangerous dogs) focus initially on the 
wider Apia area for the period March – October 2014. Note also that dog control activity or enforcement of 
the Act can only start once a dog shelter has been established. 
 
The recommendation to focus on the wider Apia area is for a number of key reasons: 

 The problem of stray dogs in Apia is significant and requires a dedicated focus early on. 

 The upcoming SIDS conference will showcase Samoa to the world and it is essential that dogs are 

under control before September 2014. 

 The need to develop and trial the work practices of the new dog control officers, focusing initially on 

a finite area. Lessons learnt can be applied to other areas. 

 Difficulty in providing enough dog control officers to undertake active enforcement across a wider 

area. 

 The benefit of working with village and community representatives before commencing active 

control activity in villages. 

5.2  Dog Control Activity on Savai’i 

As previously stated, the implementation of a dog registration system needs to be implemented for all of 
Samoa, including Savai’i, starting with a public education and awareness campaign in November 2013.  
 
The construction of another dog pound / shelter, recruitment of additional dog control officers and 
commencement of dog control activity (picking up of stray dogs) on Savai’i should start at a later date, 
following the implementation and review of dog control on Upolu. We recommend that this be programmed 
from 2015.  
 
Budget and resourcing for dog control activity on Savai’i has been excluded from this report. 

 

5.3  Longer Term 

De-sexing of dogs will provide significant benefits to the community and should be supported through 
education and awareness and incentivising through reduced registration fees. Another option available 
under the Canine Control Act includes controls on how many dogs a household can own through village by-
laws.   
 
 
Education and awareness should discourage people from feeding dogs in public places, and feeding dogs 
they do not own. This applies equally to visitors to Samoa.  
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Recommendations 
1. Dog control activities or enforcement should initially focus in and around Apia. 
2. People should be discouraged from feeding dogs in public places. 
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Appendix 1:  PacificTA – Options for Future Assistance  
 

Education and awareness 

1. Developing an information pamphlet (copies of the Auckland Council pamphlet, in Samoan, have 
been left with the Police Service). 
(see also Key Messages Appendix 2). 

2. Developing the dog registration campaign. 

 
Registration 

1. Advice on setting registration fees. 
2. Setting up the registration system including identifying what needs to be recorded and establishing 

the dog registration database. 
3. Training the administration staff so that they are familiar with the registration process. 
4. On the ground support at the start of the registration campaign – working side by side with the 

Police dog control unit to get the dog control registration process bedded in. 
5. Sourcing dog tags. 

 

Dog control activities 

1. Training the dog control officers initially in Auckland and then follow-up in Samoa on a regular basis 
(approx 1 week in every 3 for example). Follow-up would be more intensive initially then less as the 
dog control activities become more routine for the officers and community.  

2. Training the dog shelter staff. 
3. Sourcing dog control equipment. 
4. Setting up dog control processes that need to be in place such as notification of dog seizure. 

 

Dog pound / shelter 

1. Advice on dog shelter design and site. 
 
Areas for support with technical assistance through the PacificTA programme are also identified, in brackets, 
in the implementation framework in Appendix 3. We anticipate that once a budget has been agreed Frances 
Sullivan can develop a programme of assistance for Police Service approval.  
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Appendix 2:  Key Messages for Education and Awareness Campaign 

 
As the dog control programme is yet to have a budget confirmed the key messages may need to be 
modified.  We have assumed budget allocation as per Appendix 4. Note however that it is our view that 
education and awareness can begin within existing budgets and registration could also begin with existing 
Police officials although the ideal would be that the new dog control officers play a role in a registration 
programme. Where the budget influences the progress of the dog control programme, and hence what you 
can tell people about it, we have put this information in square brackets  - [ ]. 
 
The key provisions of the Canine Control Act and new requirements of dog owners: 

 The Canine Control Act passed into law in April. Under the Act all dog owners are required to register 

their dogs. 

 Registration of dogs will begin in [the middle of January]. We will be coming to the villages to 

undertake the registration. Pulenu’u will be notified of the date that registration will be coming to 

your village. 

 Dog owners will be issued with a collar and tag for registered dogs. 

 We will need the following information about the dog and the owner 

- Name of the dog owner. 

- The address and contact details of the dog owner. 

- A description of the colour and sex of the dog.  

- [Whether the dog has been de-sexed as this reduces the cost of registration]. This assumes this 

is the agreed approach to registration fees. 

 Dogs will have to be re-registered every year.  

 The control or enforcement of dogs will begin in and around Apia. There is a particular need to make 

sure that Apia is safe ahead of the SIDS conference in September. 

 This means that unregistered dogs will be collected from the area in and around Apia and the dogs 

will be impounded. 

 Dog owners will be able to collect their dog from the shelter. 

 Other parts of the Act address disease and neglect of dogs. Dog owners can be required under this 

law to destroy a dog if it “appears to be suffering from a disease that may threaten the life of the 

canine, or pose a health and safety risk to one or more persons” (quoted from the Act). Diseased 

dogs cannot stray. 

 Female dogs on heat cannot stray outside the owner’s property. 

 Dangerous dogs can be destroyed. 

 It is an offence under the Act for dogs to attack or startle any person, horse, cattle or other animal 

on any highway or any public place. 

This information could be provided in hard copy to the village leaders with the other side having information 
on dog welfare and the benefits of de-sexing a dog. APS should be included in the development of this 
information. If possible it could also have information on the dates that APS have veterinarians in Samoa to 
assist with de-sexing. 
 



 

 

 

 

Appendix 3:  Implementation of The Canine Control Act 2013 

TIMELINE EDUCATION AND AWARENESS REGISTRATION DOG CONTROL ACTIVITIES DOG POUND / SHELTER 

  ACTION /TASKS WHO WILL DO IT ACTION /TASKS WHO WILL DO IT ACTION /TASKS WHO WILL DO IT ACTION /TASKS WHO WILL DO IT 

Nov-13 

Media and community 
awareness campaign 
about dog owner 
responsibilities under 
the Canine Control Act. 
Date of commencement 
of implementation of Act 
published in Savali. 

Police, MWCSD (Internal 
Affairs), MoH, NHS, SIDS 
co-ordinator, APS, village 
leaders. Police to 
prepare information 
specific to requirements 
under the new 
legislation (PacificTA) 

Decision on registration 
fee and statutory 
process. Decision on 
record system for 
information collected for 
the dog register. 
Decisions on registration 
marks/badges etc. Police (PacificTA) 

Recruit dog control 
officers.                                  Police, MoF (PacificTA) 

Site for dog shelter 
identified. Shelter design 
agreed. 

Police, SIDS 
coordinator, MoF Aid 
Coordination Unit, 
MNRE (PacificTA) 

Dec-13 
Media and community 
awareness of dog owner 
responsibilities under 
the Canine Control Act. 

Police, MWCSD (Internal 
Affairs), MoH, NHS, SIDS 
co-ordinator, APS, village 
leaders. Police to 
prepare information 
specific to requirements 
under the new 
legislation (PacificTA) 

Establish dog registration 
system. Agree & publish 
calendar for village dog 
registration programme. Police (PacificTA) 

Training of dog control 
officers.                                      Police (PacificTA) 

Building dog shelter 
begins. Police 

CHRISTMAS HOLIDAY 

mid Jan-
2014 

Media and community 
awareness of dog owner 
responsibilities under 
the Canine Control Act. 
Where to come for dog 
registration and APS 
desexing programme. 

Police, MWCSD, APS, 
village leaders.  

Dog registration. Annual 
registration calendar 
begins 

Dog control unit     
(PacificTA) 

Dog control activities on 
a responsive basis and 
officers assist with 
registration 

Dog control unit 
(PacificTA) 

Shelter construction 
continues Police 

Feb-14 

Media and community 
awareness of dog owner 
responsibilities under 
the Canine Control Act. 
Where to come for dog 
registration and APS 
desexing programme. 

Police, MWCSD, APS, 
village leaders.  

Dog registration. Dog 
control activities begin as 
soon as shelter is 
completed. 

Dog control unit     
(PacificTA) 

Dog control activities on 
a response basis and 
officers assist with 
registration.                                                                                               

Dog control unit 
(PacificTA) 

Building of the dog 
shelter completed.    Police 

Mar-14 
Ongoing education, 
communications and 
media.  All Dog control activities  

Dog control unit     
(PacificTA) 

Dog control activities - 
proactive and reactive 

Dog control unit     
(PacificTA)     

Apr-14 As above All As above As above As above As above     

May-14 As above All As above As above As above As above     

Jun-14  MONITOR PROGRESS IN APIA AND AJDUST PROGRAMME IF REQUIRED 

Jul-14 As above All As above As above As above As above     

Aug-14 As above All As above As above As above As above     

Sep-14 SIDS CONFERENCE 

Oct-14 As above All As above As above As above As above     

Nov-14 As above All As above As above As above As above     
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Appendix 4: Implementation of the Canine Control Act 2013 
            Budget Assumptions   

     All costs in NZ dollars exclusive of GST 
     Minimum levels of investment/ specification to ensure implementation of the Canine Control Act 2013 in a sustainable (long term) way 

  Cost estimates are high level and indicative only and need review and validation for Samoa context 
   Education and awareness campaign and implementation of the dog registration system will be implemented for all of Samoa 

  Reactive and proactive dog control activity initially focused on Apia. 
    Dog shelter built on Upolu by February 2014, with an additional shelter for Savai'i for 2015. Savai'i shelter and resourcing requirements not accounted for in this budget estimate 

 

        

 

EXPENDITURE ITEM ASSUMPTIONS DETAILS 
UNIT 

NUMBER 
UNIT COST TOTAL COST (NZ$) 

 

Im
m

ed
ia

te
 O

n
e

-o
ff

/I
n

fr
eq

u
en

t 
Ex

p
en

d
it

u
re

 

Dog pound / shelter 
facility 

Land provided at no cost; 
Concrete and metal 
construction (min. 
specifications); incl. office & 
public area to collect dogs, 
gravel driveway and parking 
area, vet area, euthanasia area, 
body storage area 

For Upolu - 40 kennels 
(avg 10m2 each incl. 
access corridor & 
exercise area); Office 
40m2; other facilities 
80m2 520m2  

$1,200/m2 all inclusive 
(site prep, fees, 
construction) $624,000  

 

Vehicles 4 vehicles required for 4 officers 
4wd utes with 2xdog 
cages in each vehicle 4 $40,000  $160,000  

 

Computer 
Essential for dog registration 
and record keeping    1 $1,500  $1,500  

 

Uniforms 4 dog control officers initially 
1 pair of boots; 5 sets of 
uniform per officer 20 $300  $6,000  

 

Duty belts Essential 'tools of the trade' 
Bite stick, torch, catch-
poles, etc. 4 $500  $2,000  

 Dog traps Required to catch feral dogs Purpose built units 10 $250  $2,500  
 

Dog collars 

Assume one for each registered 
dog in Samoa. Assume less than 
50% existing dogs will be 
registered. 

Assume 30,000 
households in Samoa, 
each with, say 4 dogs = 
120,000 estimated dogs 50,000 $6  $300,000  

 

Captive bolt guns 
Most cost effective way to 
euthanase  

Investigate possibility of 
Auckland Council 
donating guns 2 $500  $1,000  

           $1,097,000  
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Staff 

Dedicated dog control officer 
team 

4 officers including 1 
manager/ senior officer 4 

$10,000 p.a. per 
officer $40,000  

 

Staff Admin/shelter support 

3 dedicated people to 
help manage the shelter 
(clean kennels, feed dogs 
etc.), deal with the 
public and run the 
registration system  3 

$10,000 p.a. per 
person $30,000  

 Vehicle running costs Repairs and petrol   4 $3,000 p.a. $12,000  
 

Vehicle comms (radio-
telephones) 

Required to aid easy and 
immediate communications 
between officers 

Possibility of using Police 
Service equipment 4 500 $2,000  

 Id. Tags As above for collars.   50,000 $0.21  $10,500  
 

Training Provided under PacificTA 
Likely from Auckland 
Council     $0  

 Advertising & 
communications 
materials 

Assume contributing agencies 
meet cost from within existing 
budgets       $0  

 

Dog food 

40 dogs a day for 365 days a 
year once a day = 14,600 dog 
meals p.a.   14,600 $0.50  $7,300 

 

Body disposal 
Dispose at Apia landfill free of 
charge       $0  

 

Facilities maintenance   
Regular upkeep of 
buildings     $10,000  

 

Other overheads Estimated allowance 

Power, disinfectant, 
cleaning, disease 
prevention, etc.     $1,000  

           $112,800  
 

        

 
GRAND TOTAL (Immediate One-off Costs + Annual Operating Costs)   $1,209,800  

                                                                                                                                                                                                         


